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Journey through the year with a selection of quotes from Paulo Coelho Â  Paulo Coelho has

inspired millions with bestselling classics like The Alchemist and Aleph. Now, with this 2014 daily

planner, the same wisdom that draws readers to his books can serve as a source of daily inspiration

year round. Begin each day with an inspiring quote from some of Coelhoâ€™s most celebrated

works as you plan your daily tasks, travels, and personal journeys. Catalina Estrada's rich and

vibrant illustrations adorn the pages of the planner reminiscent of her native Colombia.
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Motivational

This is my third year to use the Paulo Coelho hard backed calendar book as my journal. I keep all

my appts plus thoughts. I love all the quotes, one on each page. It fits in my handbag and I'm old

school and like to keep up with things by writing on paper with a pencil. This is a perfect product for

me. It's also very pretty.

I 've been buying Paulo's Agenda for the past six or seven years. And I am always very, very happy.

This year the cover looks better, and the daily quotes are fantastic (probably thanks to

Twitter)Books may go to eletronic platforms, but Agendas like this will always remain a perfect gift

I've had Paulo Coelho's day planners for 3 years now and they are lovely. My friends know I love

them and they just bought it for me as a birthday present. I couldn't be happier! The quotes just

make your day better, and you have plenty of space for writting everything. I can't stand the



agendas without enough space! Catalina Strada's drawings are amazing while combined with

Coelho's wisdom words

Paulo is my favorite author of all times. His life and books are a constant inspiration to me. The

more I have his creations in my life the better my life is. This planner is just another perfect addition

to my ever growing collection.

This is the second year I have gifted myself with Coelho's journal/day planner, and I couldn't be

more pleased. The illustrations by Catalina Estrada are stunning and marvelous, and bring great

delight as the year progresses; along with timely and wise quotes from Coelho's writings. I use the

journal all the time, and am very pleased with the quality of the bindings, the paper, and the size - it

is easy and beautiful to use. I was thrilled to see that there was one for this year after how happy I

was with last year's version, and hope that they continue to publish for many years to come.

i buy one of these yearly for a few people in my life. the quotes in it are great and the illustrations

are whimsical and magical all at the same time. it's great for keeping quick notes about daily

happenings in your life, if you want to journal in it, or as a planner. the paper quality is excellent.

This is the 3rd time and year I've purchased this agenda. I'm a huge fan of Coelho. However, this

agenda isn't only about his words of wisdom. It's about the work, effort and beauty he puts into it to

make it worth putting on a shelf. I grab it to write a special moment and write about it. I grab it to

read a special quote that can boost my soul. I grab it because it's beautiful and it makes me happy

to look at the arts portrayed in the pages. BottomIe: I grab it because it is the one agenda/journal

that open my soul to the universe and where I can share write my deepest thoughts. Obrigado

seÃ±or Coehlo. It's a great, unique and special gift. I love it! Get it!

This calendar is beautiful and the weekly thoughts to ponder are provocative. This calendar is last

year's edition but I wanted to purchase it at the bargain price to "check it out". I will use this calendar

for journaling and I now know that I want to purchase my 2016 edition of this calendar ASAP!
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